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Abstract 17 

Reducing methane emissions from oil and gas operations is key to minimizing the climate impact of fossil 18 
fuels. Two comprehensive aerial studies in 2019 in the Permian Basin revealed excess emissions 19 
compared to official estimates. Although both studies suggested high emissions, the estimates from the 20 

two aerial surveys seemed to differ greatly: one study measured 153 (+12/-10, 95% CI) metric tons of 21 

methane per hour (t/h), or 7.5% (+0.6%/-0.5%) of gross gas production from aerially detectable point 22 
sources in the New Mexico Permian Basin, while the other estimated 246±96 t/h, or 2.7±0.9% of the 23 
gross gas production in the larger Texas and New Mexico portions of the Permian Basin. This paper 24 
explores causes of this apparent discrepancy by comparing observations of ultra-emitters (>500 kg/h) 25 
detected by each survey across a large, spatially overlapping survey region. We account for differences in 26 
sensor performance, study scope and design, and data processing practices of the two aerial studies. By 27 
aligning approaches, we reconcile the mean ultra-emitter emissions estimates in the applicable 28 
overlapping survey area with relative differences as low as 13%, down from 176% for the two full 29 
estimates before alignments. T-tests show a p-value increase from 1.2×10-5 to 0.182, indicating that the 30 
differences between the two aerial-based estimates are not statistically significant after reconciliation. The 31 
apparent discrepancy between the studies as published is due to sub-basin level heterogeneous emissions, 32 
differing sensor minimum detection limits, and missed ultra-emitters over 1 t/h due to infrequent surveys. 33 
Temporal variability in emissions raises an estimation challenge, but this can be mitigated with repeated 34 
comprehensive surveys. This work points to methods to improve comparability and repeatability of future 35 
estimates, and offers methods to ensure that measured assets are representative of the full area of interest.  36 
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Introduction 39 

Methane, the primary constituent of natural gas, is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse 40 
gas. US natural gas and petroleum systems were estimated to emit 32% of total US 2020 anthropogenic 41 
methane emissions in the official US Greenhouse Gas Inventory (GHGI) (U.S. Environmental Protection 42 
Agency 2023).  43 

Independent studies suggest that the GHGI underestimates oil and gas methane emissions (Alvarez et al 44 
2018; Brandt, Heath, and Cooley 2016), largely due to the outdated data sources used in the GHGI and 45 
due to bottom-up methods that systematically exclude infrequent large emissions (so-called “super-46 
emitters”) (Brandt, Heath, and Cooley 2016; Rutherford et al 2021).    47 

One way to mitigate the bias resulting from missing super-emitters in measurement-based studies is to 48 
enlarge the sample size so that a sufficient number of super-emitters enter the sample (Sherwin et al 2024; 49 
Johnson et al 2023). Super-emitting events are infrequent and therefore adequately characterizing them 50 
can require sample sizes much larger than is feasible with ground campaigns. Remote sensing is a more 51 
feasible approach because it can detect and quantify emissions over an extensive area with reasonable 52 
costs and time (Johnson et al 2021a), and can detect emissions from all sites regardless of ownership.  53 

Recently, basin-wide comprehensive surveys that measure methane point sources from oil and gas 54 
facilities have been made possible by hyperspectral aerial imaging surveys (Duren et al 2019; 55 
Frankenberg et al 2016; Cusworth et al 2022; Chen, Sherwin et al 2022; Cusworth et al 2021). These 56 
comprehensive surveys can generate estimates for sources large enough to be seen via aerial imaging at a 57 
regional level.  58 

In 2019, two hyperspectral aerial imaging surveys were deployed in the Permian Basin (Chen, Sherwin et 59 
al 2022; Cusworth et al 2021). At that time, the Permian Basin had become the largest and fastest-60 
growing oil and gas-producing basin in the US. From 2015 to 2020, oil production in the Permian Basin 61 
grew from 1.5 million barrels per day (mmb/d) to 4.2 mmb/d, and gas production went up from 5.2 billion 62 
cubic feet per day (bcf/d) to 16.8 bcf/d, or 176% and 226% growth respectively (Enverus 2023). With the 63 
rapid production growth, the Permian Basin has also been identified as a major methane emitting region 64 
in recent years by satellite-based observations (Schneising et al 2020; Zhang et al 2020; Shen et al 2022; 65 
Irakulis-Loitxate et al 2021; McNorton et al 2022; Varon et al 2023), tower-based sensor networks (Lyon 66 
et al 2021; Barkley et al 2023), ground surveys (Robertson et al 2020), and more recent hyperspectral 67 
aerial survey by MethaneAIR (MethaneSAT 2023; MethaneSAT 2024).  68 

However, emission estimates from these two comprehensive 2019 aerial studies of the Permian Basin do 69 
not seem to agree. Using data from an aerial survey conducted by Insight M that covered over 90% of oil 70 
and gas facilities in the New Mexico Permian Basin, Chen, Sherwin et al. estimate total directly measured 71 
methane emissions in their survey area at 153 (+12/-10, 95% CI) metric tons of methane per hour (t/h), 72 
7.5% (+0.6%/-0.5%) of the methane in natural gas produced in the survey area during their survey time 73 
from October 2018 to January 2020.  74 

In a shorter time window from September to November 2019, Cusworth et al. used two hyperspectral 75 
sensors – the Next-Generation Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG) and the 76 
Global Airborne Observatory (GAO) – to sample much of the Permian Basin, including a section that 77 
overlaps with the Insight M survey (Cusworth et al 2021). The Cusworth et al. survey quantified total 78 
emissions from large point sources at 246±79 t/h (Cusworth et al 2022), roughly 2.7±0.9% of gross gas 79 
production in their full survey area (Enverus 2023). Note that the underlying methods to account for 80 
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intermittency differ between the two aerial studies – if Cusworth et al. apply the intermittency accounting 81 
method used in Chen, Sherwin et al., total emissions would be estimated at 449 (-16/+18) t/h, bringing up 82 
the production loss rate to 4.1±0.2%. In a third study of the Permian basin which will not be compared in 83 
detail here, MethaneAIR surveyed the Delaware Sub-basin in 2021 and identified 91 t/h of emissions in 84 
the area, similar to what Cusworth et al. found in the Delaware part of their survey area (MethaneSAT 85 
2023; Sherwin et al 2024). 86 

One obvious difference between the Insight M and the Cusworth et al. studies is the difference in regional 87 
coverage. If we only compare the measurements from the overlapping survey area of the two studies, the 88 
Insight M study estimates 142 (+12/-10) t/h of methane emissions or 7.2% (+0.6%/-0.5%) of gas 89 
production and the Cusworth et al. estimates 79 (+9/-7) t/h or 3.6%±0.4% of gas production. Although 90 
both numbers are much larger than the 1.0% estimate by the 2020 GHGI (Sherwin et al 2024), the 91 
discrepancies in the two aerial surveys remain.  92 

Given the superficial similarity between these two surveys, why are these two results so different within 93 
the same geographic area? If aerial surveys are to form a basis for updating our estimates of total 94 
emissions from a region or an operator, we need to understand the sources of the discrepancy. This study 95 
compares and reconciles the results from these two aerial surveys of the Permian Basin, providing 96 
insights into nuances of estimating emissions from large-scale aerial surveys. We also highlight best 97 
practices for planning future aerial surveys to inform emissions at a regional level. 98 

 99 

Methods 100 

From September to November 2019, Cusworth et al. used the AVIRIS-NG and the GAO airplanes to map 101 
super-emitters in the Permian Basin, finding 3067 methane emission incidences from 1756 distinct 102 
sources associated with upstream and midstream oil and gas infrastructure. GAO was deployed to survey 103 
the light blue polygons in Figure 1 and covered the entirety of the two light blue polygons at least once. 104 
These polygons contain production infrastructure that accounted for 91% of gas production and 92% of 105 
oil production in the Permian Basin during the campaign (Sherwin et al 2024). During approximately the 106 
same time, AVIRIS-NG was used to image assets in the much smaller purple polygons at least seven 107 
times (Cusworth et al 2021). The purple polygons are areas of large production volume, and the repeated 108 
coverage increases the temporal resolution in core production areas and aim to explore the intermittency 109 
of aerially visible large sources.  110 

GAO and AVIRIS-NG are installed with identical imaging spectrometers but were deployed at different 111 
altitudes in these surveys. GAO was deployed at ~5,300 m above mean sea level and surveyed a wider 112 
extent of the Permian Basin and the AVIRIS-NG instrument was flown at ~8,500 m to rapidly and 113 
repeatedly survey the core production region (purple polygons) of the Permian Basin (Cusworth et al 114 
2021). 115 

Over a longer time period from October 2018 to January 2020, Insight M conducted an aerial methane 116 
survey using its proprietary LeakSurveyor, a hyperspectral imaging system that is mounted on an airplane 117 
deployed at ~900 m above ground (Kairos Aerospace 2019). The Insight M survey focused on the New 118 
Mexico Permian Basin (orange polygon in Figure 1), where the state government was drafting flaring and 119 
venting regulations at the time of the survey in response to the unprecedented oil and gas production in 120 
the state (New Mexico 2021). The Insight M survey made an average of four repeated visits to production 121 
wells and midstream infrastructure that accounted for 93% of gas production and 96% of oil production in 122 
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their study area. The Insight M survey detected 1985 methane emission incidences from 958 distinct 123 
sources.  124 

 125 

 126 

Figure 1. Study areas and emission sources of the Cusworth et al. survey and the Insight M survey. 127 
(a) Cusworth et al. used the next-generation Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-128 
NG) and the Global Airborne Observatory (GAO) to survey the purple polygons at least 7 times and the 129 

light blue polygons at least once, respectively. Insight M surveyed the New Mexico Permian basin 4 130 
times on average (orange polygon). We refer to the intersection of AVIRIS-NG and Insight M survey 131 

areas as the “core overlapping area” and the intersection of GAO and Insight M survey areas as the “full 132 
overlapping area.” The area that is within the full but not the core overlapping area is referred to as the 133 

“peripheral overlapping area.” Map revised from (Chen, Sherwin et al 2022). State boundaries from (U.S. 134 
Census Bureau 2018) and sedimentary basin from (U.S. Environmental Information Administration 135 
2020). (b) In the full overlapping area, the Insight M survey found 1856 methane plumes from 893 136 

emission sources. Cusworth et al. survey detected 1258 emission incidences from 607 emission sources. 137 
AVIRIS-NG primarily surveyed the core overlapping region and it made some observations in the 138 

peripheral overlapping area. Dot sizes show the persistence-weighted emission source sizes. 139 

 140 

These two surveys are similar in the sense that 1) they both use airborne hyperspectral imaging to map 141 
point sources across large regions, and 2) they are both repeated comprehensive surveys of the oil and gas 142 
infrastructure in their study areas (>90% in the Insight M survey and nearly 100% in the Cusworth et al. 143 
survey). Thus, the total emissions in the overlapping study area estimated from the two surveys should be 144 
similar under the following assumptions: 1) the hyperspectral sensors are similar in performance, 2) 145 
measurements were made during similar times and emission levels in the overlapping study area are 146 
stable, 3) samples are spatially representative of the overlapping study area, and 4) the sample sizes of the 147 
two studies are large enough to produce emissions estimates with modest uncertainties.  148 

However, by applying the same basin-wide quantification method to point sources quantified by the two 149 
surveys (Chen, Sherwin et al. 2022), emission estimates at a regional level from these two studies differ. 150 
The divergence could be caused by (1) differences between the sensors, (2) survey designs and scopes, or 151 
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(3) data processing practices. In this study, we explore these factors in detail by utilizing not only the 152 
plume sizes but also the survey information and plume metadata from the two studies.  153 

As listed in Figure 2, this work attempts to reconcile the two aerial studies by using two contrasting 154 
approaches: (1) harmonizing study designs and scopes (labeled blue) and (2) post-facto adjustment to 155 
account for the effects of different study designs and practices (labeled orange).  156 

 157 

 158 

Figure 2. Input data and steps to align large-scale point source surveys using different sensors, 159 
survey designs, and data processing practices. Direct comparison of emission estimates at a regional 160 
level based on different point-source aerial surveys requires alignments of sensor performances, survey 161 
designs, and data processing practices. Note that it is not the specific locations of the emission sources, 162 
but the survey coverage area that is required as input data for comparing regional aggregate emission 163 

estimates. Some aspects can be aligned both through design harmonization (labeled blue) that selects the 164 
intersection of the studies for comparison, and through post-facto adjustment (labeled orange) that 165 

corrects the results with a factor to account for the discrepancies in the study designs. When both methods 166 
are available, we select one of the methods to apply based on their impact on sample size and data 167 

representativeness. QC refers to quality control. 168 

 169 

In design harmonization, we select the most comparable subset of data at the intersection of the two study 170 
designs. Design harmonization generally results in less overall data available for comparison, as only data 171 
available from both studies is used, so by definition only a subset of the total data remains usable. For 172 
example, by selecting the overlapping geographic area between all studies as the geographic scope for 173 
comparison, we reduce the amount of data available, but we achieve better comparability of the results.  174 

In contrast, post-facto adjustment utilizes all available data and imposes correction factors to account for 175 
differences in study design. Post-facto adjustment requires enough understanding of the differences in 176 
systems to apply reasonable adjustment factors, which is not possible for all types of differences. As an 177 
example, post-facto adjustment can be applied to aligning time-of-day effects, where we apply correction 178 
factors to “synchronize” surveys conducted at different hours of the day, thus mitigating the discrepancies 179 
in emission detection probability across various hours of the day. 180 
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For an informal terminology, we have found it helpful to contrast these approaches as being centered on 181 
“selecting” or “correcting”. That is, we can perform “selecting” by generating a consistent subset 182 
(design harmonization) or alternatively we can perform “correcting” to account for differences where 183 
possible (post-facto adjustment). 184 

When there is an opportunity to employ either design harmonization or post-facto adjustment, our choice 185 
depends on the impact on sample size and data representativeness (Figure 2c). If the application of design 186 
harmonization does not result in a significant reduction of sample size, we apply design harmonization. If 187 
design harmonization fails to retain sufficient data, we apply post-facto adjustment as long as the subset 188 
with design harmonization remains representative of the whole sample. Our criteria for representativeness 189 
are twofold: either the subset retains at least 80% of the data, or the post-facto adjustment would not alter 190 
the estimates by more than 20%, or approximately one standard deviations of the regional total emissions 191 
estimate. If neither criteria is met, we are compelled to use design harmonization, in which case the 192 
resulting estimates are only applicable within the subset scope of the original studies after applying design 193 
harmonization.  194 

Sensor alignment 195 

As Figure 2 shows, at the sensor level, the two studies may differ in the designs of emission 196 
quantification algorithms and the sensor detection limits.  In the 2019 Cusworth et al. Permian survey, the 197 
imaging spectrometer installed on the GAO aircraft was identical to the AVIRIS-NG instrument 198 
(Cusworth et al 2021). GAO was deployed at ~5,300 m above mean sea level and surveyed a wider extent 199 
of the Permian Basin and the AVIRIS-NG instrument was flown at ~8,500 m to rapidly and repeatedly 200 
survey the core production region of the Permian Basin (Cusworth et al 2021). Therefore, in theory, the 201 
quantification accuracy tested on the GAO should apply similarly for the AVIRIS-NG instrument, but the 202 
AVIRIS-NG detection threshold should be higher than that of the GAO due to the greater flight altitude. 203 

Blinded controlled methane release testing is the most reliable way to characterize the quantification 204 
performance of a methane sensing system, and can be used to calibrate field measurements (Sherwin, 205 
Chen et al 2021; Johnson, Tyner, and Szekeres 2021; Rutherford et al 2023; El Abbadi et al 2023). 206 
Controlled releases can also characterize sensors’ detection limits. Insight M technology was 207 
independently validated single-blind controlled release testings (Sherwin, Chen et al 2021; El Abbadi et 208 
al 2023). The AVIRIS-NG spectrometer was tested with both non-blinded controlled releases (Thorpe et 209 
al 2016) and blinded controlled releases (Rutherford et al 2023; El Abbadi et al 2023). In this study, we 210 
regard the plume quantifications across sensors reported in Chen, Sherwin et al 2022 and Cusworth et al 211 
2021 as already aligned based on their controlled release studies. Ideally, all sensors need to be 212 
independently validated for this alignment step. 213 

Spatial and temporal alignment 214 

At the study design stage, sampling differences arise due to the spatial differences, temporal differences 215 
in sampling, and the underlying sampling variance. Sampling variance is unavoidable and caused by the 216 
temporal variation and the intermittency of emissions. 217 

Spatially, different geographic areas may have different emission-relevant quantities such as production 218 
intensity, and density of production and midstream infrastructure. We first align the two studies spatially 219 
by only comparing emissions found in the overlapping areas (see Figure 1). We divide the full 220 
overlapping area into core and peripheral overlapping areas (Figure 1) because AVIRIS-NG primarily 221 
covered the core overlapping area. Thus, emissions in the core and peripheral overlapping areas are 222 
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individually assessed by area and by sensor. The core overlapping area has high well density and 223 
production intensity and accounts for about half of the total production in the full overlapping area, 224 
though it represents 15% of the spatial area. See the SI, Section S4 for oil and gas production rates.  225 

Spatial comprehensiveness should be considered for comparing survey results. Cusworth et al. performed 226 
a comprehensive survey that nearly covered all infrastructure in the survey area at least once. The Insight 227 
M survey covered 92% of the active wells in the full overlapping area (96% in the core overlapping area 228 
and 89% in the peripheral overlapping area). At the time of the survey, Insight M covered 95% of the gas 229 
production in the full overlapping area (98% in the core overlapping area, and 91% in the peripheral 230 
overlapping area). We normalize total emissions by the percentage of covered gas production by 231 
assuming that both upstream and midstream emissions scale linearly with gas production (e.g., directly 232 
observed core overlapping area emissions are grown by a correction factor of 1/0.98 to account for 98% 233 
covered production). 234 

Production and emission activities fluctuate significantly over the lifespan of a facility (Cardoso-Saldana 235 
and Allen 2021). Emissions can change over long time periods (years) as drilling occurs and depletion 236 
sets in at existing wells. Over shorter time periods, production and emissions can fluctuate over the course 237 
of seasons, months, days, and even hours.  238 

First, we assess long-running changes in production which might drive changes in emissions. The 239 
Permian Basin was the fastest-growing oil and gas-producing basin in the US and we cannot assume 240 
stationary production and emissions. Figure 2 shows that time period can be aligned both through design 241 
harmonization and post-facto adjustment. Since the Insight M survey period fully encompasses the 242 
Cusworth et al. survey period, the design harmonization method would require selecting Insight M data 243 
collected within the Cusworth et al. survey period. However, this approach is not viable since Insight M 244 
survey coverage in each given month is not evenly distributed over space, meaning that temporally 245 
segmenting the Insight M survey introduces significant spatial segmentation and misalignment. See the 246 
SI, Section S5 for details.  247 

To avoid using a spatially unrepresentative sample of the Insight M study, and to recognize that the post-248 
facto adjustment introduces less than 20% changes to the emissions estimate, we use the post-facto 249 
adjustment method to account for changes in production levels. We normalize total emissions by natural 250 
gas production during each survey period. We find total gas production during the Cusworth et al. study 251 
period to be 10% more than production during the duration of the Insight M survey. This results in 252 
multipliers of approximately 90% applied to Cusworth et al. measured emissions. Alternative 253 
normalization based on total energy (oil and gas) production is available in the SI, Section S4. 254 

At smaller time scales of months and seasons, non-uniform production and/or operations might drive non-255 
uniform emissions. However, we cannot quantitatively evaluate seasonality or monthly-scale effects in 256 
this study because the 2019 Cusworth et al. survey spanned only 44 days. Satellite data of more frequent 257 
coverages can be used to explore seasonality effects (Varon et al 2023); however, a detailed comparison 258 
to other remote sensing platforms is beyond the scope of this study.    259 

On even smaller scales of days and hours, fluctuations in operations over the course of days or hours 260 
could affect emissions. For example, if drilling or maintenance is focused on certain days (e.g., 261 
preferentially avoiding weekends) then emissions could be higher on different days. Also, daytime 262 
maintenance events can drive emissions higher (though in this study both airplanes utilize daylight 263 
measurements). 264 
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With regard to days of the week, Insight M surveyed only weekdays and Cusworth et al. surveyed both on 265 
weekdays and weekends. We find no significant difference in probabilities of detecting emissions on 266 
weekdays and weekends based on the Cusworth et al. survey results, so we do not apply corrections for 267 
day-of-week effects. See the SI, Section S2.3 for emission detection probabilities on weekdays and 268 
weekends. 269 

Time-of-day effects are evident in the Insight M New Mexico Permian survey. A higher probability of 270 
detecting emissions per well visit is found in the morning hours than in the evening hours (Chen, Sherwin 271 
et al 2022), possibly due to higher levels of maintenance and other operational activity occurring in the 272 
morning in the Permian Basin. The same is found with the Cusworth et al. survey, despite more favorable 273 
illumination conditions around noon than in the morning for ease of plume detection. We account for the 274 
time-of-day effects by aligning the temporal distribution of measurements over the day. See the SI, 275 
Section S2.2 for emission detection probabilities at different hours of the day and description of the time-276 
of-day alignment method.  277 

Next, we infer sampling variance through analysis of coverage frequency. For example, if a survey 278 
contains only one visit to each asset in the study area, then emissions for a source would have a small 279 
uncertainty range that reflects only the quantification noise but not the temporal variation of emissions 280 
from each source. The unrealistically small uncertainty range would be an artifact of lacking repeated 281 
observations in the simulation. In our compared studies, multiple visits to the same site allow for 282 
understanding of temporal variation. In the core overlapping area of our study, the average number of 283 
visits to each well (n) ranges from 1.7 (GAO) to 13.5 (AVIRIS-NG + GAO). The AVIRIS-NG + GAO 284 
dataset with an average of 13.5 repeated visits gives us an opportunity to demonstrate the abovementioned 285 
artifact in the uncertainty range derived from 1.7 GAO visits.  286 

There are two methods to compute the effect of sampling variance. The first method is a directly data-287 
based one. For each asset visited, we may sample x times with replacement from all y observations of the 288 
asset in the AVIRIS-NG + GAO dataset, x and y being the number of visits to that particular asset in the 289 
GAO and the AVIRIS-NG + GAO dataset. With repeated sampling, this bootstrapping exercise answers 290 
to the question of “what the uncertainty range would be if AVIRIS-NG + GAO made the same number of 291 
visits as GAO did to each asset?” With more variance in observations in the AVIRIS-NG + GAO dataset, 292 
the resulting uncertainty range would be much larger than that of the range based on GAO data only. The 293 
other method provides a less precise but simpler solution. The derivation of the uncertainties from fewer 294 
observations is analogous to calculating the standard error (SE) of a sample mean from a smaller sample. 295 
By decreasing the number of visits (n) to each asset, the standard error of the mean emissions shall grow 296 
with the square root of n, assuming normally distributed errors. In other words, the uncertainty range from 297 

1.7 visits can be estimated by applying a factor of 13.5/1.7 to the uncertainty range estimated with 13.5 298 

AVIRIS-NG + GAO visits, assuming spatially even sampling. This will make the uncertainty range wider 299 
than the original range based on 1.7 GAO visits. In this way, the uncertainties of studies with different n 300 
can be aligned. We regard this alignment step also as a post-facto adjustment step because the 301 
uncertainties from studies of smaller n are corrected based on uncertainties from studies of larger n. We 302 
apply both methods below and compare the results. 303 

Data processing alignment 304 

After methane emissions data are collected and attributed to point sources, emission quantification 305 
practices may differ in sensor selection at the data processing stage. All sensors employed in the Insight 306 
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M survey are identical and identically deployed. The Cusworth et al. survey used two identical sensors 307 
mounted on two different platforms (GAO and AVIRIS-NG) for sub-domains of the survey area. GAO 308 
and AVIRIS-NG made measurements at different flight altitudes, thus varying the detection thresholds of 309 
the sensors mounted on them. In the core overlapping area, we present separate results for each single 310 
sensor: Insight M, GAO, and AVIRIS-NG. For the peripheral overlapping area, we only present results by 311 
Insight M and GAO, since AVIRIS-NG did not cover it extensively. We also combine GAO and 312 
AVIRIS-NG results to estimate emissions based on the whole Cusworth et al. study for core, peripheral, 313 
and full overlapping areas. 314 

Another modeling factor is the treatment of emissions below the full detection threshold. The full 315 
detection threshold is the theoretical emission rate where the surveying system has a ~100% chance of 316 
seeing an emission source larger than the threshold. Below the full detection threshold, the probability of 317 
seeing an emission source decays from 100% to 0% as the emission source becomes smaller.  318 

The full detection threshold will vary between the surveys due to the different altitudes of collection, as 319 
well as various other possible collection, deployment, sensor, and data processing chain factors. We 320 
therefore define a minimum emission rate threshold, or a “size limit for direct comparison” (SLDC). The 321 
SLDC ensures a comparable population of very large, ultra-emitter emission sources across all three 322 
sensors which we can be confident that the emissions source would reliably be seen by all three sensors.  323 

Due to the sub-selection inherent in this correction, we cannot say that the results are comparable overall, 324 
but instead that results are comparable for all events above the size threshold. Furthermore, this solution is 325 
not ideal as it removes a significant number of detections from the datasets (where systems with higher 326 
sensitivity have more data removed) and decouples the final result from a true measure of quantified 327 
methane intensity for the given geographic area. Instead, remaining analysis must focus only on methane 328 
lost from this subset of sources above the SLDC.  329 

In this study, we estimate the ultra-emitter SLDC using field data collected by AVIRIS-NG, which was 330 
the least sensitive deployment due in part to its high altitude of collection. To estimate the SLDC, we 331 
assume that the true underlying frequency of emission sources monotonically decreases with emission 332 
sizes, such that an emission event of size 2x is less frequent than an event of size x, for all x relevant to the 333 
study sensors. Under this assumption, a deployed sensor can be assumed to be missing sources when the 334 
number of detections drops as we move to smaller plumes. In Figure S2, the peak detection frequencies of 335 
Insight M, GAO, and AVIRIS-NG are provided, with AVIRIS-NG having the highest peak frequency for 336 
the bin of 316 to 398 kg/h. This represents a minimum emission rate where we expect all sensor 337 
deployments to achieve a detection.  338 

We conservatively round up to 500 kg/h, which is approximately the upper limit of the next bin from 398 339 
to 501 kg/h, for our final SLDC. At this rate of 500 kg/h, all three deployed systems are assumed to see 340 
all emissions at and above this size within a safe margin. Despite this very high threshold, due to the 341 
heavy-tailed distribution of emission sizes, emissions above the SLDC account for most of the total point-342 
source emissions on a mass basis.  343 

Note that this modification results in a significantly smaller absolute estimate of emissions and is no 344 
longer representative of an overall regional estimate, due to removing various portions of the dataset 345 
through design harmonization. This is permissible in this study because we are not concerned with 346 
producing a regional methane intensity estimate nor quantifying the overall volume of emissions, but with 347 
comparison and reconciliation of detected emissions in a most directly comparable subset of observations. 348 
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Lastly, we observe that persistence is defined differently in the two studies. Insight M computes 349 
persistence “by-incidence,” treating each measurement as independent, and Cusworth et al. computes 350 
“by-day,” aggregating all measurements of a given asset conducted on the same day (Equation 1 and 2, 351 
respectively). The by-day method applies “or” logic to detection: if two measurements are made on a day, 352 
seeing leakage on either measurement 1 or measurement 2 would both cause a positive emission event. If 353 
a source does not change its state of emissions within each day of survey, the two methods will produce 354 
the same persistence estimate. The by-day persistence computed with Equation 2 has the capacity to 355 
produce higher persistence than Equation 1 because the by-incidence method takes into account the no-356 
emission detection incidences observed during the days with observed emissions, compared with the “or” 357 
logic in the by-day model. We align the studies using design harmonization by applying the “by-358 
incidence” method to both studies. This divergence can also be accounted for by applying an ad-hoc 359 
correction factor derived from the by-day and by-incidence persistence computed with these studies. 360 
However, the design harmonization method is superior here, as it achieves better alignment and does not 361 
result in a smaller sample size. 362 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
   

      
       (Equation 1) 363 

 364 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
      

        
    (Equation 2) 365 

 366 

 367 

Design harmonization and post-facto adjustment 368 

Table 1. Percentage of data preserved through design harmonization (DH) of each alignment step. If 369 
the selected alignment method is post-facto adjustment (PA), alignment factors are applied to the study of 370 

the instrument that does not cover the full scope. I, C, G, and A respectively stand for surveys done by 371 
Insight M, Cusworth et al. (AVIRIS-NG + GAO), GAO, and AVIRIS-NG. 372 

Alignment of practices 
and designs 

%Data preserved with design 
harmonization 1 

Selected 
alignment method 

% Change in mean emission estimate 
with post-facto adjustment 2 

I C G A I C G A 

Spatial coverage  16% 46% 17% 61% DH, reduced scope N/A 

SLDC 12% 37% 29% 38% DH, reduced scope 

Intermittency accounting 100% 100% 100% 100% DH, full scope 

Spatial comprehensiveness 100% 98% 98% 98% PA, full scope +2% - - - 

Time period 15% 100% 100% 100% PA, full scope - -10% -10% -10% 

Time of day 94% 97% 100% 96% PA, full scope - +10% +9% +13% 

Day of week 100% 67% 60% 68% PA, full scope +0% - +0% +0% 

Notes: 1 Share of data preserved with design harmonization is defined differently for each alignment step. 373 
For spatial coverage, time period, and time of day, share of data preserved is defined as the share of 374 
remaining well visits associated with the intersection of the two study designs. For size limit for direct 375 
comparison (SLDC), data preservation is defined as the share of plumes that is above SLDC. For 376 
intermittency accounting, design harmonization shifts the data processing method without causing any 377 
data loss. 2 If design harmonization is selected as the alignment method, then we do not need to impose a 378 
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post-facto correction factor. “-” means that the study already covers the entire scope for comparison (e.g. 379 
all assets in the study area, all months during the time period for comparison, and all days of week) and 380 
no post-facto correction factor is needed to account for the differences in the survey scope and the 381 
comparison scope. 382 

 383 

We select an appropriate alignment method for each step, deciding between design harmonization and 384 
post-facto adjustment based on their impacts on sample size and data representativeness. As shown in 385 
Figure 2, we apply design harmonization by default if it does not reduce sample size. In the case of 386 
aligning intermittency accounting, design harmonization causes no data loss and is therefore selected as 387 
the alignment method for this step. For all other alignment steps, design harmonization fails to preserve 388 
all data. In particular, the data preserved at the intersection of spatial coverages (core overlapping area) 389 
and above the SLDC of 500 kg/h each greatly reduces the amount of emissions to be compared. However, 390 
it is not feasible to apply post-facto alignment in these cases without more information. Spatial 391 
representativeness, time period, time of day, and day of week effects are aligned with post-facto 392 
alignment, because the intersected data sufficiently represents the remaining scope. As Table 1 shows, the 393 
adjustment factors of all post-facto correction steps do not exceed 20%, suggesting data 394 
representativeness and viability of post-facto correction to the entire remaining scope of emissions above 395 
the SLDC of 500 kg/h in the core overlapping area. 396 

The order of the alignment steps matters, because the post-facto correction factors depend on the scope of 397 
the study for comparison. Design harmonization steps that reduce the scope need to be carried out first. 398 
The order of applying the remaining post-facto adjustments is interchangeable and the post-facto 399 
alignment steps have multiplicative impacts on the regional emission estimates.   400 

 401 

Results 402 

 403 

Figure 3. Stepwise alignment. Bars reflect reported natural gas production losses. With each movement 404 
towards the next set of bars on the right, we apply an additional alignment step. We first apply design 405 

harmonization which 1) limits the scope of the comparison to the full overlapping study area and further 406 
to the core overlapping area, 2) removes emissions from plumes sized below the size limit for direct 407 
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comparison of 500 kg/h, and 3) aligns the intermittency accounting method. Then we apply post-facto 408 
adjustments to correct for differing spatial comprehensiveness, time period, time-of-day, and day-of-week 409 

effects. The p-values suggest insignificant difference between the Insight M and the Cusworth et al. 410 
surveys after full alignment (second set of bars from the right). Error bars show 95% uncertainty ranges 411 

from Monte Carlo runs, except that dashed error bars of the rightmost set of bars are simulated with 412 
results from the AVIRIS-NG + GAO case based on coverage frequency.  413 

 414 

Figure 3 shows stepwise alignments in the order of the alignment steps listed in Table 1. The leftmost 415 
bars show the raw reported natural gas production loss of 7.5% (+0.6%/-0.5%) and 2.7% (+0.2%/-0.2%) 416 
for the full scope of Insight M and the Cusworth et al. studies. In the full overlapping area, Insight M data 417 
leads to an emission estimate of 142 (+12/-9) t/h of methane, by applying the by-incidence persistence 418 
accounting method in (Chen, Sherwin et al 2022). Applying a similar method to the Cusworth et al. data 419 
with default by-day persistence accounting results in an emission estimate of 72 (+8/-9) t/h, 50% lower 420 
than the Insight M estimate. These methane emissions estimates correspond to 7.2% (+0.6%/-0.5%) and 421 
3.6% (+0.4%/-0.3%) of methane in natural gas production in the full overlapping area. We evaluate the 422 
discrepancies with p-values from two-sided t-tests of the emission estimates with Insight M and Cusworth 423 
et al. data. As shown in Figure 3, simple alignment to the full overlapping area increases the p-value from 424 
1.2×10-5 to 3.8×10-4, narrowing the discrepancy.  425 

We then break down the Cusworth et al. dataset by sensor (GAO and AVIRIS-NG). Figure 3 does not 426 
show AVIRIS-NG results for the full overlapping area because the AVIRIS-NG survey primarily covered 427 
the core overlapping area. The AVIRIS-NG + GAO (Cusworth et al.) results include some AVIRIS-NG 428 
measurements in the peripheral overlapping area close to the border of the core and the peripheral 429 
overlapping areas.  430 

Reducing the scope to the core overlapping area brings the p-value up to 4.4×10-3. It is only in the core 431 
overlapping area where we can compare emission estimates based on data collected from all sensors. The 432 
core overlapping area accounts for about 54% of the gas production in the full overlapping area and 31% 433 
to 42% of the measured emissions (see the SI, Section S3 and S4). This suggests heterogeneous emission 434 
intensity across regions and productivities.  435 

We also evaluate only emission sources above the SLDC at 500 kg/h. With a smaller detection threshold 436 
(Figure S2), Insight M saw more emissions below SLDC than GAO and AVIRIS-NG, and therefore had 437 
more emissions removed at this stage. Thus, this alignment step brings the observations of the two studies 438 
closer. The p-value is 0.303 for the reduced scope of emissions above SLDC in the core overlapping area, 439 
suggesting statistically insignificant differences in the emission estimates. In other words, when we 440 
compare spatially aligned emissions in a size range both technologies can reliably detect, the apparent 441 
difference between emissions intensities derived from the two surveys essentially disappears. The 442 
remaining alignments are thus conducted as robustness checks. 443 

Aligning the persistence accounting methods brings larger divergence in the estimates. Switching the 444 
persistence accounting method from “by day” to “by incidence”, emission estimates based on Cusworth et 445 
al. data decrease by approximately 10% and the difference between studies remains statistically 446 
insignificant. 447 

Next, to account for the varying survey times, we normalize the studies by the natural gas production at 448 
the times of the surveys. The Permian Basin grew in gas production during the Insight M survey time. 449 
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The gas production rate in the core overlapping area is 10% higher during the Cusworth et al. survey time 450 
than the Insight M survey time. Assuming a proportional change in emissions with respect to gas 451 
production, we adjust the Cusworth et al. emissions down by 10% to simulate temporal alignment. We 452 
present an alternative method of normalization with overall energy production (oil and gas) in the SI, 453 
Section S4. 454 

The Insight M survey was on average conducted at earlier times of day than the AVIRIS-NG and the 455 
GAO survey, increasing the probability of detecting emissions compared with later times (see the SI, 456 
Section S2.2). We align the surveys to have a similar distribution of measurements by time of day by 457 
applying a factor of 1.13 to the AVIRIS-NG results, 1.09 to GAO results, and 1.10 to the Cusworth et al. 458 
results (Table 1).  459 

Lastly, we normalize by the comprehensiveness of the surveys, scaling up estimated emissions to account 460 
for assets in the survey area that were not measured. In this step, the Insight M estimate increases by 2% 461 
to account for emissions from production that were not covered in the core overlapping area. 462 

Figure 3 shows the aggregated impacts of the abovementioned post-facto adjustment steps. P-value after 463 
this step is 0.182, which is not statistically significant after imposing all of the above alignment steps. The 464 
relative difference, defined as the absolute difference in the mean ultra-emitter loss estimates from the 465 
Insight M study and the Cusworth et al. study divided by the Cusworth et al. ultra-emitter production loss, 466 
goes down from 176% in raw reported values to 13% in the fully aligned results.  467 

The fully aligned and directly comparable ultra-emitter emissions in the core overlapping area are 468 
estimated to be 26 (+11/-7) t/h by Insight M, 17±4 t/h by GAO, 25±3 t/h by AVIRIS-NG, and 23±3 t/h by 469 
Cusworth et al. (AVIRIS-NG + GAO). These emissions, limited to those released at or above rates of 500 470 
kg/h and therefore representing a fraction of what were detected by these systems in this area, 471 
respectively correspond to 2.4% (+1.0%/-0.7%), 1.6%±0.3%, 2.3%±0.3%, and 2.2%±0.3% of the natural 472 
gas production in the area. Despite the varying quantification algorithms across sensors and unalignable 473 
aspects such as plume screening practices, the aligned results show agreement within statistical errors for 474 
emissions above SLDC in the core overlapping area, with the exception of GAO.  475 

This is possibly due to the low coverage frequency by GAO, which causes under-representativeness of 476 
ultra-emitters sized over 1000 kg/h in the GAO dataset, as demonstrated in Figure 4 and the Discussion 477 
section. Another factor contributing to the disparate findings by the GAO is the unrealistically narrow 478 
uncertainty ranges stemming from an artifact in the Monte Carlo simulation in estimating uncertainties 479 
with insufficient repetitions of observations.  480 

We demonstrate this artifact by adjusting the width of the error bars in Figure 3. In the core overlapping 481 
area, the average number of visits to each well (n) ranges from 1.7 (GAO) to 13.5 (AVIRIS-NG + GAO). 482 
The first coverage frequency alignment method directly samples x times with replacement from all 483 
available AVIRIS-NG + GAO observations of each emission source, x being the number of coverages to 484 
the emission source of the study to simulate the uncertainties based on all AVIRIS-NG + GAO data. The 485 
sampling indicates that the simulated GAO and AVIRIS-NG error bars are the width of the AVIRIS-NG 486 
+ GAO error bars grown by a factor of 2.7 and 1.1, respectively. The second alignment method adjusts 487 
the uncertainty ranges with the average number of visits to each asset. The leftmost set of bars in Figure 3 488 
demonstrate this effect by treating the AVIRIS-NG + GAO uncertainties based on 13.5 visits as the 489 
ground truth. If we reduce n from 13.5 to 1.7, the error bars would grow in width by a factor of 490 

13.5/1.7 = 2.8, shown as the simulated GAO error bars in Figure 3. The simulated AVIRIS-NG error 491 
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bars are similar to the original ones because the factor of 13.5/11.8 is close to 1. The two methods 492 

yield similar results in simulated error bars. We do not show an adjustment of the Insight M error bars 493 
based on Cusworth et al. results, recognizing the difference in their sensor performances and survey 494 
designs. By correcting for the uncertainties, we show widened GAO error bars overlapping with the 495 
uncertainty ranges of the Cusworth et al. results. We further demonstrate the impact of coverage 496 
frequency in Figure 5 and the Discussion section. 497 

 498 

Discussion 499 

Size limit for direct comparison (SLDC) 500 

Figure 4 shows fully aligned emission rates for all subregions defined in Figure 1. We show total 501 
emissions as a function of the value selected for the SLDC (set as 500 kg/h in the analysis above). The 502 
studies are temporally aligned to Insight M survey time, time-of-day aligned to Insight M survey hours, 503 
spatial comprehensiveness aligned to be fully comprehensive, and persistence accounting aligned to the 504 
“by-incidence” method.  505 

 506 

Figure 4. Aligned total emissions from observations in the (a) core, (b) full, and (c) peripheral 507 
overlapping areas. The results are temporally aligned to Insight M survey time, time-of-day aligned to 508 
Insight M survey hours, spatial comprehensiveness aligned to be fully comprehensive, and persistence 509 

accounting aligned to the “by incidence” method. We do not show purple lines for AVIRIS-NG in (b) and 510 
(c) because AVIRIS-NG did not survey the peripheral overlapping area extensively. 511 

 512 

The fully aligned results in Figure 3 correspond to the emissions at an SLDC of 500 kg/h in Figure 4a. 513 
Below 500 kg/h, Insight M detected more emissions due to its lower detection limit (more than half of the 514 
total detected emissions by Insight M came from sources below this 500 kg/h threshold). GAO detected 515 
more emissions than AVIRIS-NG due to its lower flight altitude. 516 

Notably in Figure 4a, the slopes of all four curves in the 500 to 1000 kg/h range are similar, suggesting 517 
similar amount of methane detected in this range. The discrepancies are mostly in methane detected from 518 
plumes sized over 1000 kg/h, shown by the differing levels of intersection of the curves with the right y-519 
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axis. Such discrepancy is much more apparent in the GAO survey not only in the core overlapping area 520 
but also in the full and peripheral overlapping areas (Figure 4b and 4c), possibly due to GAO’s lower 521 
coverage frequency that failed to detect as many super-emitting events over 1000 kg/h as detected by 522 
Insight M and AVIRIS-NG. We expect this as one probable reason why the fully aligned GAO bar in 523 
Figure 3 is lower. Without AVIRIS-NG data in the full and peripheral overlapping areas, Cusworth et al. 524 
results largely depend on GAO data that exhibit large discrepancies from Insight M results in terms of 525 
emissions above 1000 kg/h. 526 

Robustness checks 527 

As shown in Figure 3, when we limit the scope of the comparison to emissions detected in the core 528 
overlapping area from plumes sized over the SLDC of 500 kg/h, the p-value increases to 0.303 and the 529 
differences between emissions intensities derived from the Insight M and the Cusworth et al. surveys 530 
essentially disappear. The remaining alignments, including alignments for intermittency accounting, 531 
spatial comprehensiveness, and temporal differences, can thus be viewed as robustness checks.  532 

Section S3.1 in the SI details the impact of each remaining alignment step. Aligning the intermittency 533 
accounting methods brings down Cusworth et al. emissions by 7.8% to 9.8%. The overall effects of all 534 
post-facto correction steps are respectively +2%, -1%, -2%, and +2% for Insight M, Cusworth et al., 535 
GAO, and AVIRIS-NG.  536 

To conclude, all remaining robustness check steps introduce less than 10% changes to the estimates 537 
derived in the results after simply imposing spatial alignment and SLDC. Therefore, steps for limiting the 538 
scope of comparison to the most comparable subset are the most important alignment steps in this 539 
reconciliation study. 540 

Importance of repeated survey 541 

Why does GAO see fewer emissions above 1000 kg/h (Figure 4)? One probable explanation for the 542 
remaining discrepancy is the coverage frequency. As discussed in Chen, Sherwin et al 2022, large sample 543 
sizes are essential for capturing the low-frequency high-impact super-emitters. Comprehensive surveys 544 
are key for collecting such large sample sizes. However, due to the intermittent nature of many emission 545 
sources, the degree to which one comprehensive survey can capture enough of the heavy tail and 546 
characterize the heavy-tailed distribution requires further investigation.  547 

As a demonstration, we use AVIRIS-NG data over repeated visits to show the impact of coverage 548 
frequency on the estimate of the regional total emissions. AVIRIS-NG made an average of 11.8 visits to 549 
3,498 wells in the core overlapping area, finding 319 distinct emission sources. From these 319 sources, 550 
we pick 311 that were covered at least on 8 days by AVIRIS-NG. We then use the first observation of the 551 
first 8 observation days of these 311 emission sources for simulating uncertainties from repeated visits 552 
(Figure 5a). In this simulation exercise, we include emissions below the SLDC of 500 kg/h. 553 

With all 8 AVIRIS-NG observations, the mean total emission from these 311 sources is 31.0 t/h. If, for 554 
each emission source, we sample with replacement the 8 observations 8 times to simulate 8 555 
comprehensive surveys, then the standard error of mean (SE) is estimated at 1.8 t/h. SE declines with the 556 
square root of the number of observations until the survey becomes uncomprehensive.  557 

Note that the simulated SE values are underestimates for two reasons: 1) the simulation assumes that 8 558 
times of observations fully capture the underlying distribution, whereas it is possible that the true variance 559 
is larger, and 2) the simulation assumes independence between observations. However, observations 560 
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made on the same day can have significant correlations. If instead, we produce 8 AVIRIS-NG snapshots 561 
based on same-day observations, the estimated total emissions from the 311 sources range from 19.0 to 562 
49.1 t/h (dotted lines in Figure 5a), suggesting a wider 95% confidence interval of mean emission 563 
estimates that the interval with one simulated comprehensive survey assuming independence between 564 
observations (blue bar in Figure 5a). 565 

   566 

Figure 5. Standard error of mean of regional emission estimates using (a) 1 to 8 AVIRIS-NG visits 567 
to 311 emission sources in the core overlapping area, and (b) 311 visits to 12.5% to 100% of the 311 568 

emission sources. The CDF curves show simulated mean methane emissions estimate with 1000 569 
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iterations. The top bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean and are annotated with standard 570 
error of mean (SE). This simulation assumes independence between observations. A wider range of same-571 

day AVIRIS-NG estimates (dotted lines) than the 95% confidence interval of mean emission estimates 572 
with one comprehensive survey (red bar), suggests correlation between observations made on the same 573 
day. (b) shows that if an operator has the resource to deploy one comprehensive visit to 311 potential 574 
emission sources, then making one comprehensive survey results in smaller SE in extrapolated total 575 

emissions than making repeated surveys to a subset of emission sources.  576 

 577 

On the day when AVIRIS-NG detected 19.0 t/h from the 311 emission sources, 15.9 t/h was from plumes 578 
larger than 500 kg/h, rendering the possibility that GAO saw 17±4 t/h of emissions above that size limit in 579 
the core overlapping area. 99% of GAO observations in the core overlapping area were made on two 580 
different days. 581 

The other set of simulations ran with the 8 AVIRIS-NG observations are repeated less-than-582 
comprehensive surveys (Figure 5b). If given the flight time to cover all 3,498 wells in the core 583 
overlapping area, one may choose to do one comprehensive survey or repeated uncomprehensive surveys 584 
to a fraction of the assets. We test 1, 2, 4, and 8 repeated surveys with the same number of total well 585 
visits, assuming the frequency of emission events is homogeneous across all assets. The simulation shows 586 
that to estimate the mean total emissions from all sites of interest, one comprehensive survey gives the 587 
smallest SE. This result suggests stronger spatial variation than temporal variation in emissions in this 588 
area, and therefore that it is more useful for uncertainty reduction to capture all sites than to visit the same 589 
sites repeatedly. Future flight campaigns intended to characterize regional emissions with similar aircraft 590 
platforms should be designed to evenly cover the entire area of interest to achieve lower SE of regional 591 
emissions estimate. 592 

Subregional differences 593 

Figure 4 shows larger emissions across sensors in the peripheral overlapping area than in the core 594 
overlapping area, despite similar total gas production in these two subregions (see the SI, Section S3). 595 
The most obvious subregional difference in emissions is the larger share of midstream emissions in the 596 
peripheral overlapping area. Figure 6a breaks down the emissions by source types in the two subregions. 597 
Note that there are slight differences in the definition of source types by the Chen, Sherwin et al. study 598 
and by Cusworth et al. Chen, Sherwin, et al. categorize tanks on well-sites as well-site emissions and 599 
Cusworth et al. categorize tank-on-well-site emissions as tank emissions. The tank category by Chen, 600 
Sherwin et al. refers to stand-alone sites with just tanks and no other equipment such as wellheads and 601 
compressors. Therefore, it is more robust to compare the grouped upstream emissions from wells, tanks, 602 
and compressor stations from the two studies.  603 

To better demonstrate subregional differences, all plume data, including plumes below the SLDC of 500 604 
kg/h are presented in this section. The contribution of midstream emissions is evident in the gridded 605 
natural gas production loss estimates (detected emissions in a gridded “pixel” normalized by with 606 
methane produced in that pixel) in Figure 6b and 6c. Some pixels in these maps have high production 607 
normalized loss rates (over 100% in some cases), which implies significant midstream emissions in the 608 
pixel or incompleteness of the production dataset.  609 

Moreover, both the Insight M and the Cusworth et al. study estimate larger emissions from well sites 610 
(note that this includes some “storage tank” emissions in the Cusworth et al. study due to its definition) in 611 
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the lower-productivity peripheral overlapping area than in the high-productivity core overlapping area, an 612 
observation consistent with findings of significant emissions from low productivity well sites (Omara et 613 
al 2022).  614 

The subregional differences in emission intensity are significant. Although the core overlapping area is 615 
more production-intensive, it is less emission-intensive in terms of emissions normalized to production. If 616 
an aerial survey comprehensively covers all assets in a part of the basin that is the most production-617 
intensive, it still misses the large midstream emissions in the peripheral region of lower productivity. 618 
Therefore, the conclusions based on the sub-basin level survey should be confined to the survey area and 619 
cannot be reliably extrapolated to the full basin. This dependence of loss rate on asset productivity is 620 
similar to that seen in (Omara et al 2022, Rutherford et al 2021,) among others. (Sherwin et al 2024) 621 
illustrates that the Cusworth et al. data leads to production losses of respectively 3.4%±0.2% and 622 
8.5%±0.8% in survey areas in the Delaware Sub-basin and the Midland Sub-basin, where Delaware is 623 
significantly more productive than the Midland. 624 

 625 

Figure 6. Subregional differences in emissions. (a) Both the Insight M survey and the Cusworth et al. 626 
(AVIRIS-NG + GAO) survey reveal larger shares of emissions from pipelines and gas processing plants 627 
in the peripheral overlapping area than in the core overlapping area. Note the differences in the definition 628 

of source types by the two studies. Cusworth et al. categorize tank-on-well-site emissions as tank 629 
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emissions, and the Insight M tank category refers to stand-alone sites with just tanks and no other 630 
equipment such as wellheads and compressors. (b) and (c) are gridded natural gas production loss rates 631 
(detected emissions normalized with methane in gross gas production) in the core (enclosed by purple 632 

lines) and peripheral (enclosed by blue, purple, and black lines) overlapping areas. The color scale limits 633 
at 50% to better show the distribution; some gridded production loss rates are over 100% due to 634 

midstream emissions. 635 

 636 

Conclusion 637 

We reconcile estimates of basin-wide emissions from large point sources from two aerial surveys with 638 
hyperspectral sensors across the New Mexico Permian Basin in 2019. Starting with seemingly divergent 639 
results, we identify important aspects that need to be aligned before comparing results from the two 640 
studies. After aligning on the subset of most comparable emission sources, the results of the two studies 641 
are statistically indistinguishable, with a p-value between emissions estimates of the two studies of 0.182, 642 
much greater than the value of 0.05 often used to determine statistical significance. Therefore, this study 643 
demonstrates reconcilability in regional methane emission estimates derived by these two hyperspectral 644 
studies.      645 

Because they can be deployed at basin or regional scales, aerial surveys are capable of detecting large, 646 
rare emissions, and therefore form an invaluable basis for estimating regional emissions. However, as 647 
with any measurement, it is necessary to exercise caution when incorporating these datasets into 648 
emissions inventories. As this study shows, emission estimates made with aerial surveys may differ due to 649 
their varying survey design, sensor capabilities, and data processing practices.  650 

Ensuring spatial alignment is one of the most important steps toward reconciling multiple emissions 651 
surveys, and this likely extends to other survey approaches including satellites and ground surveys. This 652 
is because emissions variability is strongly driven by production variability. We find that a high-653 
productivity subregion shows lower emission intensity than other areas, and a survey confined to this 654 
high-productivity region misses substantial emissions from the lower-productivity peripheral region. 655 
Therefore, to infer the total emissions contribution from large point sources, methane surveys should 656 
ensure the measured assets are representative of the area of interest both in space and productivity 657 
characteristics. Surveys should also not neglect peripheral areas where high emissions intensities (e.g., 658 
high fractional loss rates) have been found. 659 

Another important consideration for accurate inference is survey coverage frequency. Due to the heavy-660 
tailed and intermittent nature of the very large emission sources analyzed here, sometimes one 661 
comprehensive survey may not achieve the desired level of accuracy, as the variance between the 8 662 
AVIRIS surveys suggests. In cases of inventory development where a high level of accuracy is desired, 663 
one may consider repeatedly conducting comprehensive aerial surveys to reduce the standard error of 664 
estimated mean emissions. 665 

To conclude, this study provides a basis for comparing comprehensive hyperspectral aerial survey results, 666 
and re-confirms the validity of their methane estimates. Future aerial campaigns for measuring basin-wide 667 
emissions should consider extending spatial coverage to all assets, and ensuring repeat measurements.  668 

 669 

 670 
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